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Facts and figures
Business moves us forward. It forges relationships, fosters communication, and develops talent that creates solutions.
At ASU’s W. P. Carey School of Business, we empower solutions in the classroom, enhance connections in our community,
and author groundbreaking research for academia and industry. We’re transforming the future of business.

In the classroom
Nearly 14,000 students from 110 countries call W. P. Carey home. And with more than 50 ways to earn a W. P. Carey
degree, we’re preparing the leaders of tomorrow for wherever their career takes them.

13,536

52

W. P. CAREY
STUDENTS

12,009 undergraduate | 1,363 MBA and master’s
138 doctoral | 1,411 online | 6,518 nonresident
916 new MBA and master’s students

DEGREES
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12 Bachelor of Science | 18 Bachelor of Arts
4 MBA | 10 specialized master’s | 8 PhD
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
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by U.S. News &
World Report.
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In our community
With connections to proud alumni and partnerships with institutions and organizations in countries on six continents,
the impact of W. P. Carey extends into every corner of the world.
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4,332

W. P. Carey
alumni worldwide

U.S. cities

39

countries

alumni with both W. P. Carey
undergraduate and graduate degrees

W. P. Carey alumni
chapters worldwide

Because of the reputation of the W. P. Carey School — and the quality of our students and academic departments —
companies nationwide recruit our graduates and work alongside our faculty members to deliver key insights into our
curricula and research.

2,555

companies recruiting business
students on campus and/or posting
full-time jobs or internships

359

corporate
representatives serving
on 11 advisory boards

Groundbreaking research
World-renowned faculty conduct a broad array of research addressing global business challenges. They bring
unique perspectives and industry experience to 12 highly regarded research centers and countless class sessions,
setting the stage for where business goes next.

259

full-time faculty in eight
academic departments:

School of Accountancy
Morrison School of Agribusiness
Department of Economics
Department of Finance
Department of Information Systems
Department of Management and Entrepreneurship
Department of Marketing

Highly ranked for research productivity
across disciplines:
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Technovation
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Management department research productivity
Texas A&M University Management Research Rankings
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Research productivity, worldwide
University of Texas at Dallas Top 100 Business School
Research Rankings
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in peer-reviewed
journals
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faculty editors
of 29 prestigious
academic journals
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